
ES&S – Halogen-free cables and wires

Your search for halogen-free wires* comes to an end!

CAT5 – halogen-free Highflex conductors

Special highly flexible CAT5e LAN cables in a halogen-free design (LSOH/FRNC).

 

LVDS halogen-free conductors

Special highly flexible LVDS conductor in a halogen-free design (LSOH/FRNC).

 

DVI halogen-free conductors

Special highly flexible DVI conductor in a halogen-free design (LSOH/FRNC).

 

Mini halogen-free  round cables (LSOH)

Mini halogen-free round cables for  e.g. LED backlights, available with various numbers of

poles.

 

USB 2.0 halogen-free conductor (LSOH)

 

 

 

*conductors are partially registered according to Underwriters Laboratories.

 

more details …

Some products:

LTG-LVDS-10P+10XAWG30-UL21455-BK

Special-purpose cable for the transmission of

LVDS signals with an overall screen…

Mini round wire with 10 cores

This 10-pin unshielded round wire AWG28

with a strand diameter of only 0.60 mm is…

LTG-USB2.0-BLACK-3.5-AWG28-LSOH

Special-purpose cable for the transmission of

USB 2.0 signals with an overall screen…

LTG-DVI-6P-#28-1P-#28-6C-#28-LSOH

Special cable for transmission of LVDS or

DVI signals with individually shielded…

LTG-CAT5-4P-TPMC-C5E-S-HFR-OKI
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You do not want to receive the ES&S newsletters any longer?
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Contact
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fax: + 49 / (0) 2162-266-18-88

sales: + 49 / (0) 2162-266-18-extension
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